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The theory of dynamical systems was initiated by the attempt of physicists to under
stand the approach to equilibrium. In the mean time it has become a highly developed 
field, but its application to physical problems is somewhat limited, because it is based 
on measure theory and therefore restricted to classical systems, whereas we know that 
nature, at least on a microscopic level, has to be described by quantum laws. Therefore 
it will be our aim to translate concepts of measure theory that have turned out to be 
useful, into the quantum language. 

One of these concepts is the so-called dynamical entropy of flows [1,2] that on one 
hand gives a qualitative characterization of those automorphisms with the best mixing 
behaviour, and in addition is also a quantitative measure how fast the system is mixed. 
We have been able to define a corresponding quantity [3,4,5,6] also for quantum systems 
with a number of promising properties. To gain as much information about the system 
from this dynamical entropy as it was possible in the classical situation will be a challenge 
for the future. 

1. The Classical Theory [7,8,9] 
Usually one starts with a measure space (M, S, /*) with n{M) = 1. We translate it into 

an abelian von Neumann algebra M, whose projection operators are the characteristic 
functions xs» S € S. In addition, we consider a measure preserving automorphism a, 
i.e. n(S) = A»(a5). The measure /x corresponds to a state on M. by p(S) = uj(\s)- A 
finite partition [Si,.. -,Sn) corresponds to a finite dimensional subalgebra B C M. We 
associate with B an entropy 

M*) = -EMXs,)ln«(x*)«Sw(ß» 
i=l 

Furthermore 
U o , ß ) = lim -hJBVaB...Van-1ß) 

= i n f - Ä w ( ß V . . . V a n - 1 ß ) 
" 71 

= Jim [hw(B V . . . V anB) - hu{B V . . . V a"'' B)} 

where A V B is the algebra generated by A and B, 

hw(a) = sup hw(a, B) = (3a) 
a 

= \\m hu{ai Bk) (or Bk/M (36) 
k—oo 

hu{a,B) is well defined because hu(B V C) < hw(B) + hw(C) (subadditivity) so that 
(2a) becomes equivalent to (2b). (2c) is tailormade for an interpretation: hu(a,B) is tin-
information we gain per step repeating the experiments corresponding to B again and 
again. It is equivalent to (2b) due to strong subadditivity {hu,{B\ V Bi V ß 3 ) -r hjßi} < 
hJ\B\ V B-i) -f hw(B2 V 5 3 ) ) . h(a) < oo tells us that there is a limit to the information 

(2a) 

(26) 

(2c) 
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gain per step, measuring B we explore the whole system in the course of time such that 
by increasing B we do not gain anything. (3a) = (3b) is a consequence of monotoniaty 
(Aw(#i) < Aw(5 2) if Bx C 5j) together with continuity in B and is important for explicit 
calculations. 

2. Problems in the Quantum Case 
To make hu(a,B) well defined we need subadditivity. But considering {B, aB}" in the 

quantum case the new algebra will in general be infinite dimensional and therefore its 
entropy can be arbitrarily large. Also monotonicity (needed for (3)) is violated in general 
if we base hw(a) on 5(u/(s) = Tr — (pßlnpB), where u>(5) = Tr^^pg V B € B (u; can be 
pure for M == B ® B, but the tracial state for B). 

3. The Dynamical Entropy in the Arbitrary Case 
The first step is to replace SW(A) by the following functional that is monotonic in A 

and as close to SU(A) as possible: 

HuM(*)= sup E-A.-!nA,- + 5(u'U|AM-)W M 

= sup 5>S(o /UkU) . (U) 

Here w is decomposed into states on M whereas S(U>|.A|U\|^) is the relative entropy of 
(w,u;,) considered as states of A [10]. Expressed in terms of density matrices it reads 
S{PA\P*A) = Tr pi A(lnp,A - \npA). It is jointly convex in (p,Pi) and S(u/\A\u/,A) is mono-
tonic in A. Being jointly convex a refinement of the partition improves HW{A). The 
monotonicity is inherited by HUiM{A). Therefore for HUIM{M) the best decomposition 
is obtained for that into pure states of M, for which the relative entropy becomes 0 and 
#wx(A4) = S^M). Comparing S„(A) = HWtA{A) with HWiM{A) we notice that every 
decomposition of the state u> into states u;,- of M is also one into states w, of A, whereas 
not any decomposition of w|> into states u>,- of A can be enlarged into one of states u\ of 
Af, therefore HvJA{A) < 5„(A). 

To cure now also the lack of subadditivity SU(A V B) JL SW(A) + S„{B) we define 

HWtM(B,C) = m p E - A y In Ay + E ^ B I * ! V % ) + E ^ I C I A W ' I C ) ] (5) 
«jr i 1 

«•upE-AylnAü+EAP' lnAP + EAfinA?»] < 0 

+ ^ A ! , ) 5 ( W | s k ( , , | 5 ) < / ^ ( B ) 

+ EAf )5(u;|cK ( J )|c) < / ^ ( O 
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Here the supremum is taken over all decompositions w = £^ij u , 0' together with 
5Zj ^ij^ij — K ul and £ j KjVij = *j <*>j • The first inequality is nothing but classical 
subadditivity. generalization to an arbitrarily finite number of subalgebras is obvious. 
As long as these algebras are finite dimensional, also Hu(3\,.. .B„) is finite. To compare 
with the abelian case we can choose for 

where {Pi}, {Qj} are the minimal projections of B and C and we return to the classical 
expression (in fact, we cannot exceed the classical definition due to properties a) and e) 
listed below). 

Let a be an automorphism of M and u> an invariant state u o a = u. Then we can 
define 

K,M{a,B) = h„(<(x,B) 

= \xm1-Hu>M(B,...an-lB) (6a) 
n-*oo n 

= i n f i / / u , > ( ( 0 , . . . a " - , 3 ) {6b) 
n 

and 
KM{Q) - S U P hu{a,B)= lim hu(a,Bk). (7a, 6) 

8 /inile cttmen«onaf s * / * * Wrongly 

Notice that the analogue to (2c) is missing because we do not know whether a kind of 
strong subadditivity holds. We list a number of useful properties that shall demonstrate 
which features of the classical theory carry over to the general case and where refined 
considerations are necessary. 

a) HW{B) < HW{C) for B C C (monotonicity in B). 

b) Continuity in B: Assume that Bn ^ B in the sense that for every b G B there exists 
bn G Bn such that lim ||6n - 6|| = 0 or lim ||(6n - 6)n|| = lim ||(fct - &t )fl|| = o (where 
u>(A/) = (n\x(M)\ü) in the GNS-construction). Then 

\\mHu(Bn) = Hu(B). 

This continuity is important to show that 7a = 7b and enables us to calculate the 
entropy in explicit examples. It is strongly related to 

c) Let d = dim B. Then [11] 

2d 
\Hw(B)-HQ(B)\<\2\\u;-ü,f3\n 

u> - u> 

Entropy is only continuous for finite dimensional algebras. But the way how this 
continuity depends on the dimension gives us control to pass to the thermodynamic 
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limit. For the dynamical entropy it allows to pass from a to a n and to get rid 
of surface effects that are otherwise harder to control than in the classical case 
(compare d) and the examples in <)). The proof of the continuity is based on the 
fact that Hw is concave in u'. Comparing decompositions of u; and ü> allows to control 
this concavity in a way so as to exclude jumps. 

d) Let 3 C Md / M. Then 

Jim HMt(B) = inf HMAB) = HM(B). 
a-»oo a 

Monotonicity follows by the same argument, why HM(B) < S{B). In the classical 
case we have equality and no limit is needed. How fast the limit is reached, i.e. 
how small we may choose Md is controlled by properties of the modular operator, 
therefore for M of type Hi and u the tracial state, where the modular operator 
A = 1, we are closest to the classical situation. To be more precise, a decomposition 
of a state corresponds to a decomposition of unity 1 = £ i , w ^ h x, > 0, x, £ M. 
This can be done by a generalization of the following observation, assume that *J 
corresponds to the density matrix p (so M is type I): p^ < p is equivalent to write 
Pi = yfpxi yfp with some 0 < x, < 1. Assume now that we have a tensor product 
structure so M = Md ® Mde- Given a decomposition of u> into states of Md this 
corresponds to pd = £ y/Pdx\ \fH w ' t h x\ ' 6 Mi- These x\ can now he used 
for a decomposition p = £\fp~Ax\ ® 1 y/P- Therefore we compare yfplx, s/p~i • y 
with 

Tr^/pxi®! y/py®\ = Tr y/p~d®xly/fd®\ • y • 1 ® \fpTX P - l 0 y/p~d~\ 

where 

y = l Qy/plT1 • y/i>{y®\)\/p~i <s>\/pd~i-

If y — y 6 Md, then T r ^ e 1 ® y/Pd~* • /»• 1 ® y/pd~* = 1 and the decomposed states 
are approximately the same. These considerations show how noncommutati ve makes 
H^B) different from 5 and how good cluster properties (i.e. p close to a tensor 
product p^ pd® Pdc) cure the estimates. 

e ) ^ u i x ( 5 , B) — HV>M{B). This is the quantum analogue for B V B = B, so essentiul 
for proving that h(t) = 0 and even more to prove the linearity in the steps. That 
H(B,B) > H(B, 1) = H(B) is a consequence of monotonicity. To prove / / ( # , B) < 
H{B) we have to take the optimal decomposition of H(B,B) and use it for H{B). 
Then joint convexity of the relative entropy gives the desired result. 

We list now the properties of hw(a): 

A) M<*") = W M * ) V n € Z. 
If al is a continuous automorphism group isomorphic to Ä, then also 

Thus the system is better mixed, if we increase the time steps. 



B) Due to the continuity properties the dynamical entropy can also be defined for an 
automorphism of a nuclear C-algebra A with respect to some invariant state. It 
corresponds with that of the von Neumann algebra U^A)". 

C) A W ( Q ) is concave in w. 

In the classical case u; is in fact affine (a consequence of A)). In the quantum case 
it is affine, if a is asymptotically abelian. 

D) The definition can be enlarged if we consider an automorphism group isomorphic 
to Z" (or R») [12] (<r„ i = 1 , . . . v, [a,,a,] = 0). Thus we Hefine 

M * i , •••**) = S " P Hm — / /„ , ( . . . , a** ...<7*"5,...), 0 < *, < n. 

E) Let T be some automorphism of the C*-algebra A. Then 

hUOr(r~l
 OO-OT) = hw{a). 

h is covariant (a ~ ä if ä = T _ 1 O a o T) and can therefore be used to compare 
and distinguish between different automorphisms. In fact, in [1] and [3] this was 
the original motivation to introduce the dynamical entropy, to prove that not all 
shifts are equivalent in the above sense. 

4. Examples 

A^ Analogue to the Bernoulli shift ([5],[11]) 

We consider a one dimensional lattice 3ystem 

A=<g>Ax= IJ As, <jnAz = Ax +«• 

Assume that wis a translation invariant state, that is KMS with respect to a time 
automorphism that corresponds to short range interaction. Then 

*-«" = A T < 8 > 
Proof: 

M<7, ^o,*] < lim -Hw(A[0Mr^ < lim » '- = hm L - L . (U) 
1 1 n—>oo fi l ' n—roo f% n-»oo JJ 

The first inequality is expected to be controlled by examining the correlation 

functions needed for the decomposition (compare 3d)) ( £ / — w(x/) lnu>(x/) + 

EEw(x- i ) l n (w( i{ ; ' ) ) < 0 if x, ~ n > * ! , } a n d t n e s t a t e factorizes). But in fact 



it turns out that the influence of the correlation functions disappears automatically 
if we are able to show that 

lim -H„{Aio,n)) = lim - Su{Ap,n)). 

This can be done by using (3d) and controlling Mi such that 

lim - Hw^dn^(A[o,n)) = Iim - / L X M I M ) < I u ' 

for some d. The difference between Hw^._än+AA[0<n]) and 5(.4[o,n]) can easily be 
estimated to be a surface effect. To prove (10) we can show a strong version of 
clustering satisfied for a one dimensional lattice system, namely [1 ll: 

for some unitary operator U that belongs to the surface of «4A. The existence of 
such a U is guaranteed if we know that M is type IIIj. The real task is to control 
how well it is located on the boundary of A, and this can be done for the one 
dimensional system with the help of the Gibbs condition. 

B) An alternative is to compare the modular automorphisms r of u and rnti of 
wUi-rfn+ai* ^ suffices to show (compare our remarks in 4d) that 

| |r ' / 2r„-f x - x|| < £||x|| V*€-Vn] . CD 

This can be done for quasifree states of a Fermi lattice system, where the modular 
automorphisms are also quasifree and therefore sufficiently explicitly given to carry 
through (11). The shift of a lattice system (now also for x 6 Z") coincides up lu i 
Klein transformation with the shift of the previous example. Using the covariance 
of the dynamical entropy (3E) we obtain [13]: Let 

^(f)a(9)) = jf(k)9(k)p(k)d"(k), 

M O = "/[/>(*) \np(k) + (I - p(k))\n(l - p[k))}d"k ~ - J s(k)d"k. (121 

Let v - 1 and rta(f) = o(c,'<'*>,/(ib)). Then 

hu(r)=-J\e'(k)\s(k)dk, £ ' ( f c ) = ^ l . (is) 

C) If M is a factor I algebra, and therefore the state u described by a density matrix 
p, and if we assume in addition that HUtM(M) = SM{M) = Tr — p\r\p < oo, then 

U « ) < lim -SJM) = 0. 
n—oo n 

Therefore it is obvious, for finding quantum systems with positive dynamical en
tropy we need the thermodynamic limit where we pass to type II and type III von 
Neumann algebras (also the quantum analogue for continuous measure spaces). 



5. Information given by t h e Dynamica l En t ropy 
Let us recall the information obtained in classical theories [9] and compare it with 

statements for a quantum system: 

CI: Not all Bernoulli shifts are metric isomorphic. 

Q T : Not all quasifree automorphisms (though automorphisms in the same II1] factor) 
are unitarily equivalent (T in 4B considered as automorphism of I1W(.A)" giv«-s any 
number in R + ) . 

CI: Bernoulli shifts with the same dynamical entropy are metric isomorphic. 

Q T : The shift in the x-y model and the tracial state u> has hu(a) = In 2, so has the shift 
for the Fermi lattice system. They are not unitarily equivalent because in the first 
case l im n _ 0 0 [a , (T"6]_ = 0 V a, 6, whereas in the second one l im f l _ 0 0 [a, <rnb}+ = 0 for 
a, b odd. 

Problem: Characterize in the tracia! state u> the automorphisms for which hw{a) -
hu(a, A) = In dim A for some A. 

The possibilities go far beyond the two above examples and ask for a sharper 
characterization of an automorphism than by its entropy (e.g. invariante UIKW 

gauge automorphisms [14]). 

Problem: When are quasifree automorphisms equivalent? 

CI: The automorphisms with the best mixing properties are so-called K automorphisms. 
Such an automorphism can either be characterized by mixing properties or by the 
existence of a generating set (\J'£L0a

kA = M) w ' t n t r ' v ' a ' t a>I (fX?o ft**4 = Al)) 
or by the fact that /i(a, ß ) > 0 V 3 c M , ß finite dimensional. 

QT: In the case of a shift there exists a generating subalgebra, also the entropy is positive 
and we have /(-mixing [14]. For a general automorphism neither the definition, what 
is a generating set, nor the definition of /(-mixing can be taken from the classical 
case due to our remarks in 2). It appears appealing to define: 

Def: An automorphism a of a von Neumann algebra M is a K automorphism, if 
for all finite dimensional subalgebras B C M, hWtM{a,B) > 0. 

Def: A finite dimensional algebra B C M generates M, if, with W O Q = UJ 

lim [HU[C, c-nB,.. .anB) - Hu(<*~nB,.. .anB)} = 0 VC C M, 
n-*oo 

C finite dimensional. This is stronger than asking {VJi-oo <**£?}" = M. 
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Def: C belongs to the tail of B, if 

lim lim (//W(C, o - ß , . . .a-n-kB) - HJcT*B,.. .a—*B)] = 0. 
n-»oo t-»oo 

This does not hold automatically for C C {\/~n~k acB}M. 

Def: The system (M, u, a) is if-mixing, if for all A and finite dimensional algebras 
B and all e > 0 3 n, such that 

|MAP)-u,(A)u,(P)||<e||>4|| 

for all P = P 2 for which 

l# - ({JT . <*BB,.. .an+kB) - Uu(anB,.. .an+kB)\ < e for some Jt. 

Evidently there are relatic between the different properties (e.g. remember our 
remark on the correlation function in 4A). Classically we have the equivalence K 
automorphism <* existence of a generating B with trivial tail <=> the tail of all C is 
trivial <=> the system is K mixing. To show their equivalence also in the nonabelian 
case (or to find counterexamples for their equivalence) asks for better control on 
the optimal decomposition for H and is under investigation [16]. 

CI: There exist K automorphisms that are not Bernoulli shifts. 

QT: How typical are quasifree automorphisms for which there exist corresponding cre
ation and annihilation operators among the K automorphisms (compare also [14; t ? 

It should be noted that there exists another approach to define a quantum analogue 
for K automorphisms [17J: Start with a classical K system Mo, quantize it (by a 
crossed product, by equivalence relations, ... see [171), such that M0 C M ami 
compare the dynamical entropies. Evidently M contains in the case of the shift an 
abelian K system MQ. How typical is this situation? Under which circumstances \> 

6. Dynamical Entropy and Diffusion 
In quantum theory there exists another approach to understand convergence to equi 

librium: to study contraction semigroups that can be obtained by the reduction of the 
automorphism of a large system (the observed system coupled to a reservoir) to the small 
observed system. One example of such a reduced system is the Brownian motion. It differs 
essentially from the free motion in the way how it spreads, i.e. 

The question arises whether such a behaviour appears for automorphisms with interaction 
that is already before reducing the system. But this would have consequences on the 
dynamical entropy (and maybe also on the mixing properties): 

M<*. «V"l) = l i m I H»{A[0,n), • .Ql"iA[o,n)) < um ^ ^ ( ^ [ . ^ . „ w i ) ) = 0 
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whereas 

lim-p= HU{A0,,.}, • • .afc~M[o,nj) > 0. 

This inspires to define 

Def: Let 

lim — Hu{A,...anA)= oo ß < ß» 

l\m-^Hu{A,...an A) = 0 ß>ßo. 
TV3 

Then ßQ = V^^{a) is called the entropic dimension of a with respect to A and u>. 

The dynamical entropy can just as well be defined for contraction semigroups as for 
automorphism groups [18]. This provides us with an example for which we can check 
that there exist nontrivial entropical dimensions (#> yf 0,1) and that they are rather 
independent of the chosen subalgebra. 

Example : We consider the one dimensional Fermi lattice. Let 7» be the contraction 
semigroup 7»a(/) = a(e'kt~t^tf(k)) and the appropriate definition on higher products 
(see [18,19]). Assume e(Jfc) ~ |Jb|° for \k\ < e. Then 

T>A{I)=^ VADa(f), / ( 0 ) # 0 , 

u> is the tracial state, which is the only 7 invariant state. 

Remark : It may surprise at first glance that the contraction which improves the con 
vergence to equilibrium diminishes the dynamical entropy. This can be understood easily 
if we remember that the contraction was obtained as a reduction of an automorphism oi 
a larger system. In fact, in the given example it is possible [19] to enlarge the contraction 
group to a quasifree automorphism of a larger svstem so that this automorphism ha* 
positive dynamical entropy (compare 4B) and therefore has entropical dimension 1. 

7. Variation cf t h e S t a t e 
As remarked in 3C it is possible to consider the dynamical entropy of the C'-algrbra 

and thus concentrate on its dependence on the chosen state. Now we do not want to 
get insight in the structure of the automorphism but assume that this is well known A* 
for example for the shift. In contrary, we want to get information on the state. To \>o 
more precise, we wonder how the correlations given by the state influence the dynami« a I 
entropy. 

Not much research has been done in this direction. First let us mention our observa 
tion in 4A: The way we control the entropy already guarantees that expectation valu<\s o! 
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appropriate operators factorize. In fact we know that extremal invariant states factorize 
[151 for space translations and we conjecture that this holds true also for A' automor
phisms. The next question arises what happens if we vary u>. It is still an open problem 
whether for an arbitrary automorphism the maximum of the dynamical entropy is ob
tained in the tracial state or whether phase transitions leave their track in the dynamic aJ 
entropy (presumably not in fc„(or) but only in hu(a. A), i.e. we need larger A, if we have 
poorer clustering). We only want to mention the following result: Due to the fact that the 
dynamical entropy is affine it is not necessary to vary boundary conditions for studying 
its temperature dependence, due to monotonicity it can be decided already on tin- love, 
of a finite dimensional subalgebra how much a state is degenerate. 

These two observations suggest that it is easier to examine the Third Law of Thermo
dynamics by studying Hug(A) instead of SUp(A) and in fact one can demonstrate that 
H„g(A) —» 0 for /J —• oo (i.e. the Third Law of Thermodynamics is satisfied) if the states 
uiß cluster uniformly in ß for space and time [11]. 
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